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      Beautifully designed for an undergraduate audience in both content and layout.




  
          Caren Neile




              


    
      



 


 
      Fantastic resource for teaching performance. However this is beyond A-Level students.




  
          Mr Daniel James Brown




              


    
      



 


 
      Excellent, accessible text that covered a range of theories comprehensively.




  
          Mrs Ruth Marie Steyert




              


    
      



 


 
      There was not an angle to incorporate social work and performativity




  
           Donna Jones




              


    
      



 


 
      The book provides excellent textual bases and is very current in terms of content and examples.

The overall structure of the book is excellent and its length well-suited for student use. However, the constant encouragement of in-class  performance is not practical nor feasible for my class. Furthermore, a number of the study questions remain too vague. They would profit from employing concrete examples for discussion, instead of asking students to look for examples themselves.




  
          Mr Daniel Schulze




              


    
      



 


 
      This is an essential text for undergraduate students in their debate and analysis of performance in its many facets.  The text offers suggestions for debate across practices and offers clear contextual briefing to surround the nature of the debate and further discussion.




  
          Mr Darren Carr




              


    
      



 


 
      This feedback is based on my discipline of fine art, and how it incorporates live/performance based practice and theory. To that end it would be supplemental reading for fine art students, but I will use the text for discussions on the relevance of text and theory. The publication's meaty analysis of this area will be of great use, as it of regular debate in taught sessions.
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      This is an excellent book even though it's not within the conventionally recognized lineage of Performance Studies. Perhaps this is what makes is a compelling text and one that's excellent for comparative study.




  
          Dr Toni Sant




              


    
      



 


 
      An excellent book that explains and analyses performance theory. A very good teaching resource in theoretical sessions.




  
          Mr Gary Vear




              


    
      



 


 
      The book will be an essential instructional material especially the third chapter for my class in Hum 3. This will be helpful in discussing technology and performance as a mediated and communicated social aspect in this very modern age. The book however, needs to adds a chapter that discuss performance as a global and interconnected critical concept that bridges culture and societies. This will help non-American societies to adapt the book and use it to scrutinize cultural and communicative aspects in their own local experience.
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      A very thorough approach to the subject. Nicely illustrated and presented. Some of the language and terminology is very North American ('Go figure') which might put some students off. That's why it's recommended rather than a core text.




  
          Dr Alison Jeffers




              


    
      



 


 
      Not Adopted yet. This book is very clear and usefull, though I am trying to determine how much my students will be spending on books for my course next fall altogether.  I need to keep the primary texts so I am trying to see if I can find online versions of those to offset the cost of this textbook.
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    SAGE Knowledge is the ultimate social sciences digital library for students, researchers, and faculty. Hosting more than 4,400 titles, it includes an expansive range of SAGE eBook and eReference content, including scholarly monographs, reference works, handbooks, series, professional development titles, and more.

The platform allows researchers to cross-search and seamlessly access a wide breadth of must-have SAGE book and reference content from one source.

SAGE Knowledge brings together high-quality content from across our imprints, including CQ Press and Corwin titles.
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